VUgarde2 Anywhere

VUgarde2 Anywhere
Vugarde2 Anywhere is an integral part of the Vugarde2 VMS suite and its sole purpose is to deliver live
and recorded video streams in a platform independent format to desktop and mobile devices.
VUgarde2 Anywhere automatically resamples and recompresses original video streams for the best
bandwidth, quality and bandwidth utilisation and adapts the user interface for optimal performance on
mobile devices including smart phones, tablets and laptops.
VUgarde2 Anywhere enables the remote control of fully functional devices from web or mobile clients
and it also provides a thin client to eliminate client installations and enabling operation within strict IT
policies and reduces bandwidth usage. Vugarde2 Anywhere is platform agnostic providing support for
all popular web browsers.
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VUgarde2 Anywhere
specifications
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features & BEnefits
Vugarde2 Anywhere

Support for all popular web browsers
VUgarde2 Anywhere is platform agnostic.

HTML5
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Rich Web Application
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User Setup Wizard
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Support for mobile platforms including:
Android
iOS
Windows Phone
Blackberry OS 7+
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Support of all popular Desktop browsers including:
IE
Chrome
FireFox
Opera
Safari
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Smart bandwidth control for optimal performance on mobile devices
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Access to video from web and mobile clients
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VUgarde2 VMS platform:

Access to server archives from web and mobile clients
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Control of PTZ devices from web and mobile clients

Simple Licensing System
Buy only what you need.
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Separate interface for Desktop and mobile devices
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Mobile devices interface allow friendly touch screen environment
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Resamples and recrompresses video depending on connection
speed and viewing capabilities
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Provides thin client application
Eliminates installation, works within IT policies and
reduces bandwidth usage.
Compatible with all leading smart devices
View live and recorded CCTV footage anywhere on
almost any smart phone, tablet, PC or Mac.
Touch screen compatible
VUgarde2 Anywhere adapts the operator interface
to suit the device being used.
Smart bandwidth control for optimal
performance on mobile devices
VUgarde2 Anywhere does not stream more data
than a device can display.
Control of PTZ devices from web or mobile
clients
Control fully-functional cameras remotely from
any device.

Modular and flexible platform
VUgarde2 can be tailored to suit any sized project
and is flexible enough to expand as desired.
Multiple setup wizards
Reduce installation and commissioning time.
Drag & Drop functionality
Minimal operator training required.
Intuitive Graphical User Interface
Simple to use with a focus on common user
needs yet powerful enough to be flexible for the
largest installations.

ordering information
INCLUDED WITH EITHER:
Part Number: 4420-2800
Description: VUgarde2 Express

EXgarde access control integration
Allows complete integration with powerful access
control software.

Part Number: 4420-2801
Description: VUgarde2 PRO

Multi-level mapping
Provides full map management and drill down
ensuring operators can quickly select the most
relevant camera.
Powerful event search
Quickly identifies relevant footage from the archive.
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